
FLUSH MOUNT LED INSTALLATION 

INSTRUCTION 

  

1.      Read all instructions carefully before beginning. 

2.      After deciding where to mount the LED light assembly, you will be cutting a slot in 

correspondence to the lens that you have purchased. 

3.      Measure twice, cut once, using a drill bit one size smaller than the width of the lens for 

example a 3/16” wide lens would require an 11/64” drill bit. 

4.      After drilling your end holes, a grinder with a cut-off wheel or a dremel tool also works well. 

Keep all holes and slots that you have cut smaller than your actual lens. A file can be used to 

enlarge slot until the lens fits properly. 

5.      Once the lens slot is cut and the lens fits properly, you need to figure out how to mount the 

light assembly. On steel fenders unpainted bodies, a stud can be welded to the inside of body 

to hold the LED light assembly. On fiberglass or painted fenders, a premium marine epoxy 

can be used on the edges of the light assembly, or you can epoxy studs on the inside of the 

fender. We recommend a two part epoxy (resin and hardener type system). The epoxy can 

take a few minutes to harden, so the light may have to be held in place until the epoxy 

hardens. 

6.      To completely seal the system from the elements (moister and dirt) you can use silicone to 

seal the edges. A small bead can be applied to any gaps in between the LED light and the 

body. NOTE: Too much silicone applied to the LED light can work its way into the lens and 

block off part of the light. 

7.      If mounting the LED light on a curved surface like a fender, any lens material protruding 

past the outside of the body can be sanded off using a 180 grit sand paper and working your 

way up to 1500 grit paper. Any dullness on the lens can be polished off with a buffer and a 

fine compound. 

8.      Mask off the lens with masking tape when painting the fender. 

9.      We recommend, spraying clear coat over the lens while spraying the fender. 

  

 



 

. Red wire- Connect to taillight feed wire (running light). 

.  Yellow wire- Connect to brake feed wire (brake light). 

. Black wire- Connect to a good ground or battery (negative) terminal. 

 

 

EPOXY ADHESIVE 

  

DIRECTION: 

1.      For best results: Roughen, clean and dry all surfaces to be bonded. 

2.      Remove plastic mixing paddle from center of black plunger. Turn nozzle end up and pull 

plunger back slightly (1/8”). Snap off and save storage cap. 

3.      Push plunger evenly to dispense equal amount of hardener and resin onto a discardable 

surface such as a piece of cardboard or the plastic container on the front of the package. Pull 

back plunger to stop flow. 

4.      MIX THOROUGHLY with paddle provided and apply to surface. Bond sets in 3-4 minutes 

and item can be handled in 15 minutes. Full strength in 4 hours. 

5.      Wipe nozzle clean. Storage cap snaps on one way only. 

NOTE: Not recommended above (200-degree F) (93C). Low temperature lengthens the set time. 

Does not bond to polyethylene or polypropylene plastics. 

  

 

 

 



  

WARNING! FLAMMABLE LIQUID. EYE, SKIN AND MUCOUS MEMBRANE 

IRRITANT. 

CONTAINS METHYL METHACRYLATE AND ACID. THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS 

CHEMICAL KNOWN TO STATE OF CALIFORNIA TO CUASE CANCER. DO NOT USE 

NEAR HEAT, SPARKS OR OPEN FLAME. POTENTIAL SKIN SENSITIZER. AVOID EYE 

AND SKIN CONTACT. VAPOR HARMFUL. AVOID PROLONGED BREATHING OF 

VAPORS. USE WITH ADEQUATE VENTILATION. FOR EYE CONTACT, FLUSH WITH 

WATER FOR 15 MINUTES AND SEEK MEDICAL ATTENTION. FOR SKIN CONTACT, 

WASH WITH SOAP AND WATER. DO NOT TAKE INTERNALLY. KEEP OUT OF 

REACH OF CHILDREN.                

 


